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Abstract
In steel construction projects, 88% of total decisions impacting cost are made during the design phase. These decisions are made by
design professionals, who have neither the knowledge nor the experience of manufacturing operations. In manufacturing
engineering, collaboration between designers and manufacturers is well established and formalized through different methods and
design rules such as design for manufacturing and assembly (DFMA). These rules provide designers with essential knowledge to
reduce the cost and time of manufacturing and assembly of parts during their design, while increasing customer satisfaction
Building Information Modeling (BIM) and TFV Theory (Transformation Flow and Value) provide to the construction industry,
tools and processes to improve collaboration between design and manufacturing phases while reducing waste during projects.
However, BIM and TFV theory do not formalize collaboration between designers and manufacturers of steel structures. Yet, the
lack of collaboration between these two phases causes lot of rework, lot of waste of time and material during projects.
The aim this research is to develop design rules to overcome some of these issues. These rules use the information taken from the
BIM model of 1000 steel structures from a steel manufacturer, to reduce the manufacturing time. These information are grouped
and classified according to criteria evaluated using a neural network algorithm. In addition, the recent integration of artificial
intelligence in construction projects provides industry with methods to draw from previous projects, essential knowledge for better
decision-making. The research shows the strong dependence of the manufacturing time of the steel structures on the quantities of
complete cuts and weld in full penetration and on the number of beams that do not come in right angles in the connections.
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1. Introduction
Here 88% of total time and cost decisions for steel structures are made during the design phase [1]. However, in
traditional processes (linear and fragmented) the manufacturer (third party of the subcontractors) is at the bottom of the
supply chain: he has no opportunity for interactions with the design professionals to improve the design solutions
considering the capabilities’ of the manufacturer [2,3]. This situation causes a sub-optimal design that does not take
into account the components and manufacturing constraints [4,5], resulting in increased cost and delays in steel
construction projects [6]. In manufacturing engineering, collaboration between designers and manufacturers is well
established and formalized through different methods and design rules such as design for manufacturing and assembly
(DFMA) [7]. The DFMA acts directly on the cost and the time of realization of products by proposing up to 57%
reduction of the time of manufacture and assembling, 68% of customers satisfaction and 51% reduction of the number
of parts [8]. These rules provide designers with essential knowledge to reduce the cost and time of manufacturing and
assembly of parts during their design, while increasing customer satisfaction [9]. We argue that, such design rules can
be formulated and applied in steel construction projects, as a way to improve the efficiency and efficacy of the
fabrication and installation of steel components. BIM brings to the construction industry, tools and processes that could
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facilitate collaboration between designers and manufacturers [10]. In steel construction, BIM is mostly used for
constructability, and for quantitative estimation of structures [11]. BIM is not yet used to its high potential because it
does not promote the integration of production practices with designers [12]. There is an opportunity to leverage BIM
benefits by introducing new procurement approaches that permits this dialogue between designers and manufacturer,
bringing the later at the front-end of the design process. However, this requires drastic changes in industry practices.
The development of design rules is seen as a middle road to make available manufacturer knowledge to the design
process. Design rules are closely related to the current production process [13]. In steel construction, the capability of
production differ from one workshop to another. It is therefore necessary to identify the time indicators in production
processes, which will inspire the establishment of design rules. Unfortunately, traditional estimation methods do not
do enough, and artificial intelligence (AI) is increasingly being suggested to predict costs in construction industry and
to describe the processes of production [14]. AI is increasingly used for predicting the manufacturing time of steel
structures [14]. AI techniques make it possible to search and organize data from previous projects according to the
variables that influence the time of realization of projects. The algorithms will be inspired by these data to predict with
a good accuracy, the times of realization of future projects [15]. These data can be provided through BIM models. The
research objective is to propose, design rules focusing on a particular production process that influence the time of
realization of projects. To achieve this, the BIM models of 1000 steel structures will be analyzed and classified
according to predefined variables. The weights of the variables will be established and design rules will be proposed
according to the weight of the selected variables.
2. Related work
This section presents these key points related to this study: the use of BIM models as data sources, the establishment
of a prediction to find the weight of the variables that influence the manufacturing time and the development of design
rules
2.1. BIM models as data sources
Monteiro (2013) and Shen (2010) propose to use BIM data as sources for prediction. BIM offers the possibility of
adapting BIM models to extract data according to estimation criteria [16]. Integrating BIM models into project cost
and time estimating processes produces better results than traditional methods [17]. BIM also offer the possibility of
introducing information related to the manufacturing of steel structures in design process [18], in order to build a
database, which will be used to estimate the cost and time of project. Data extraction can be done automatically from
the model, in order to plan and control phases [19,20].

2.2. Prediction of manufacturing time for project steel components
 Choice of algorithm
Several authors suggest to use the neural network as prediction algorithm in steel construction [21-24]. The
application of neural network has many advantages for prediction. Among its advantages: his speed of execution, its
ability to generalize results and insensitivity to data noise and the capability to undertake into account complex
prediction cases with several variables [25]. The use of neural network in the prediction of steel structures offers
effective results with errors ranging from 4.63% to 16% [26]. However, neural networks require many resources to
function and present results that are difficult or impossible to interpret [27]. This study will use the neuron network as
the algorithm.
One of the most important steps in estimating project completion time is the selection of variables or estimation
factors. The selection of these variables should be done in a way to avoid errors and over-processing. Table 1 proposes
variables used by some authors, for estimating the cost of steel construction.
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Table 1. Variables proposed by the authors.

Authors

Mohsenijam & Lu (2016)

Sarma & Adeli (2000)

Variables

units

steel weight

ton

the complete penetration weld

m

the hex type bolt

number

the I-beam

m

the round hollow steel section

m

the geographic localisation

position

the number of connections

number

weight of rolled sections

kg

different section types used in the structure

number

the cost of rolled sections

$

…
the length of the types of profiles used

m

the length of complete fusion weld

m

the length of partial fusion welds

m

Hu et al. (2014)

According to these authors (table 1), the estimation variables are circumscribed by masses, length and quantities of
the elements of the steel structures, which could be extracted from the BIM models database. However, criteria such
as the volume of the structure, the number of cuts, the number of holes, and the length of preparation of the steel
structures are not considered. Yet these criteria directly influence the duration and cost of manufacturing [28].
2.3. Development of design rules
In the manufacturing industry, DFMA is a method to help reduce the cost and duration of realization of the products
by reducing the quantities of elements, the complex operations, the manual operations, and by simplifying the structure
of the products [29]. Construction activities are like a manufacturing process [30], especially in steel construction.
However, variables related to transport, maintenance, technical assistance, use of standard tools and materials can also
influence the cost of the product [9]. Variables related to product structure and machining operations are therefore
essential to the development of design rules.
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3. Research method
The method for this research to develop design rules is divided in 3 (three) steps (figure 1). These steps are:
harvesting and data mining, predicting manufacturing time and determination of variable weights, designing rules for
steel structures.
Harvesting and data mining

Predicting manufacturing time and determination of
variable weights

Designing rules for steel structures

Fig. 1. Flowchart of proposed methodology.

3.1. Harvesting and data mining
In this step, the data come from BIM models (Tekla structure 21.0), organized according to the selected criteria,
which take into account the factors that influence the duration of the fabrication of steel structural elements. For better
results in prediction using neural networks, normalized variables data is required [27]. Normalized variable data means:
reduce the variable to values ranging from 0 to 1. To do this, Equation (1) is used.
𝑓𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛(𝑥) = ((𝑥 − min(𝑥)))/((max(x) − min(x)))(1)
3.2. Predict manufacturing time and determination of variable weights
To better compare the results of a prediction with the real data, Lantz (2015) proposes to calculate the following
values: The correlation (Cor), the Mean absolute error (MAE) and the relative absolute error (RAE).
Correlation
Mean absolute error

Relative absolute error

𝐶𝑜𝑟 = 

∑𝑛𝑖=1(𝑥𝑖 − 𝑥̅ )(𝑦𝑖 − 𝑦̅)
(2)
(𝑛 − 1)𝑆𝑥 𝑆𝑦

𝑁
1
∑ |𝑥̅𝑖 − 𝑥𝑖 | (3)
𝑁
𝑖=1
∑𝑁
|𝑥̅
𝑖=1 𝑖 − 𝑥𝑖 |
𝑅𝐴𝐸 = 𝑁
(4)
∑𝑖=1|𝑥̅ − 𝑥𝑖 |

𝑀𝐴𝐸 = 

Where xi is a mean value of xi and yi is a mean value of yi
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The algorithm will perform several predictions with each time, a variable less, to find the weight of the variables
involved in the prediction.
3.3. Design rules for steel structures.
Through predictions, variables now have weight. Based on these weights, the study will propose instructions to be
considered during the design phase of the steel structures, to reduce the manufacturing time of the elements. These
instructions will define our design rules.
4. Results and interpretations
Table 2 presents the results of the prediction.
Table 2. fabrication time prediction results.

results

variables

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

MAE

RAE

0,9841005410 0,0083005274 0,1725046537

all variables

R all
R1
R2
R3
R4
R5
R6
R7
R8
R9
R10
R11
R12
R13
R14

correlation

0,9214258619 0,0847322012 1,2711706370
total length
0,5068106424 0,2392389322 1,3994818300
total volume
0,9668307042 0,0516198343 0,7267404529
total mass
0,9685086988 0,0466218118 0,6623405512
difference in volumes between pieces
0,4423277468 0,2552932616 2,4596952140
number of pieces
0,4423277468 0,2552932616 2,4596952140
number of angles
0,9659978485 0,0202921947 0,3692790984
number of holes
number of complete melting cuts and welds -0,1787795600 0,4941618021 2,4027818090
0,8678071094 0,1150959974 2,8127183850
number of pieces over 2 inches
0,9739915642 0,0251589375 0,4168327297
ratio of masses to pieces
0,9608203939 0,0141813740 0,2597240733
density of parts
0,9518767118 0,0118450157 0,2220511256
partial welds
0,9816932789 0,0096399970 0,1925543997
number of faces
0,9849647839 0,0090870625 0,1870279812
number of preparations

In (R all) are the results that imply all the variables: "R all" corresponds to: 98.4% correlation coefficient, and 17%
Relative absolute error with 0.8% of Mean absolute error. The predictions made with variable substitution give us the
results from R1 (results without variable 1) to R14 (results without variables 14).

Fig. 2. summary of correlation calculations and errors.
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Through these predictions, the variables are classified according to the influence that their absence causes in the
accuracy of the algorithm on the Cor, the MAE and the RAE
results variables
R14
14. number of preparations
R13
13. number of faces
R10
10. ratio of masses to pieces
R4
4. difference in volumes between pieces
R3
3. total mass
R7
7. number of holes
R11
11. density of parts
R12
12. partial welds
R1
1. total length
R9
9. number of pieces over 2 inches
R2
2. total volume
R5
5. n umber of pieces
R6
6. number of angles
R8
8. number of complete melting cuts and welds

correlation
0,9849647839

Correlation

0,9816932789
0,9739915642

1,2000000000

0,9685086988

1,0000000000

0,9668307042
0,9659978485

0,8000000000

0,9608203939

0,6000000000

0,9518767118

0,4000000000

0,9214258619
0,8678071094

0,2000000000

0,5068106424

0,0000000000

0,4423277468

- 0,2000000000

0,4423277468
-0,1787795600

R14 R13 R10 R4

R3

R7 R11 R12 R1

R9

R2

R5

R6

R2

R5

R6

R8

- 0,4000000000

Fig. 3. impact of the variables on the correlation coefficient.
results variables
R14
14. number of preparations
R13
13. number of faces
R12
12. partial welds
R11
11. density of parts
R7
7. number of holes
R10
10. ratio of masses to pieces
R4
4. difference in volumes between pieces
R3
3. total mass
R1
1. total length
R9
9. number of pieces over 2 inches
R2
2. total volume
R5
5. n umber of pieces
R6
6. number of angles
R8
8. number of complete melting cuts and welds

MAE

MAE

0,0090870625
0,0096399970

0,6000000000

0,0118450157
0,0141813740
0,0202921947
0,0251589375
0,0466218118

0,5000000000
0,4000000000
0,3000000000

0,0516198343
0,0847322012
0,1150959974
0,2392389322
0,2552932616

0,2000000000
0,1000000000

0,0000000000
R14 R13 R12 R11 R7 R10 R4

0,2552932616

R3

R1

R9

0,4941618021

Fig. 4. impact of the variables on the Mean absolute error.
results variables
R14
14. number of preparations
R13
13. number of faces
R12
12. partial welds
R11
11. density of parts
R7
7. number of holes
R10
10. ratio of masses to pieces
R4
4. difference in volumes between pieces
R3
3. total mass
R1
1. total length
R2
2. total volume
R8
8. number of complete melting cuts and welds
R5
5. n umber of pieces
R6
6. number of angles
R9
9. number of pieces over 2 inches

RAE
0,1870279812

RAE

0,1925543997
0,2220511256

3,0000000000

0,2597240733
0,3692790984
0,4168327297
0,6623405512
0,7267404529

2,5000000000
2,0000000000
1,5000000000

1,2711706370
1,3994818300
2,4027818090
2,4596952140
2,4596952140
2,8127183850

1,0000000000
0,5000000000

0,0000000000
R14 R13 R12 R11 R7 R10 R4

Fig. 5. impact of the variables on the Relative absolute error.

These data present the most influential variables that are:
R8: the number of complete melting cuts and welds,
R6: number of pieces that come in angles.
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R5: number of pieces,
R2: total volume,
R9: number of pieces over 2 inches

5. Development of design rules
From the analysis of these results, the following major design lines are proposed:
•
Avoid designing structures having many full fusion welds.
•
Avoid designing structures with a very large number of parts.
•
favor the connection in right angles.
•
Avoid designing assemblies with large volume,
•
Avoid designing works with thick pieces.
6. Conclusion
This work proposes design rules to reduce the machining time of steel structures. To achieve this, this study
collected and organized information from 1000 BIM models of steel structures. An algorithm based on the neuron
network made it possible to make predictions of manufacturing time of the structures. This algorithm allowed the
classification of the variables according to their impact on the time of realization of projects. The study has formulated
design rules to reduce the manufacturing time of steel structures. A working perspective for this study will be to apply
these design rules to the design of new projects to be realized in these same workshops, in order to appreciate the
impact of these rules on the manufacturing time of the structures.
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